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Sunnylife UV+CPL+ND 4/8/16/32 Filter Set for DJI Mini 3 Pro (MM3-FI419)
This set includes 6 UV+CPL+ND filters, each designed for various shooting conditions. Compatible with the DJI Mini 3 Pro camera, these
filters allow you to capture images with vibrant colors and the right light polarization, enhancing your photography capabilities. Create
even more stunning shots!
 
Convenient Handling
The  filters  are  designed  for  quick  and  hassle-free  installation.  Each  filter  is  adjustable,  enabling  you  to  achieve  your  desired  level  of
polarization. You don't need to worry about damaging your equipment during installation.
 
Exceptional Protection
The durable construction ensures safe and convenient use in almost any conditions.  These filters are scratch,  oil,  and water-resistant,
and they come with a special case for added protection.
 
Lightweight Design and Professional Glass
Utilizing optical glass in production enhances the quality of your photos. Vibrant, unaltered colors are the result when using UV+CPL+ND
4/8/16/32 filters. These filters are also lightweight, so you don't need to worry about adding extra weight to your drone.
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ND 4/8/16/32 Filters
ND  filters  adjust  the  amount  of  incoming  light,  allowing  your  camera  to  set  the  right  exposure.  They  also  enhance  the  color  of  your
photos, making them more vivid and transparent. Try experimenting with long exposure times to achieve stunning effects. When working
in bright sunlight, you can reduce exposure time with an ND filter to achieve the desired blur effect.
 
CPL Filter
Typically used to eliminate harmful  non-metallic  reflected light and enhance color  saturation.  It  intensifies the blue sky and highlights
clouds, making your photos more accurate and vibrant. Most commonly used for glass, water, and underwater photography.
 
UV Filter
This  filter  reduces  the  blue  and  blue-gray  tint  caused  by  ultraviolet  radiation.  It  not  only  protects  your  equipment  but  also  works
exceptionally well when photographing open spaces such as seas or vast fields.
 
	Manufacturer
	Sunnylife
	Weight
	Approximately 0.9 g
	Compatibility
	Mini 3 Pro
	Filters
	UV+CPL+ND 4/8/16/32
	Quantity in Set
	6

Preço:

Antes: € 46.002

Agora: € 40.50

Drones, Other, Acessórios
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